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Our Manciano Technical Porcelain range is the epitome of full-bodied unglazed porcelain stoneware. This 
series can be used on both walls and floors. The ideal solution for high traffic commercial areas subjected 
to significant stress due to its very high wear rating. Suitable for internal & external applications.

With a Pendulum Test Value (PTV) rating +36, Manciano Technical Porcelain is suitable for dry, wet or humid 
areas, and is available in 3 different 10mm size options  to meet the emerging trend for larger format tiles, 
all from our UK stock. 

Material: Rectified Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor   |   Size: 300x600mm, 600x600mm & 600x1200mm

Black WhiteSandGrey

Manciano
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Acapulco is a stunning Italian stone effect porcelain range printed using HD Inkjet technology to look just like 
flagstone in a large 400x800mm (10mm) size. Its R10C slip rating means that it can be used for intermittent 
wet areas including kitchens, bathrooms and changing rooms as well as standing water areas such as pool 
surrounds and pool ramps.

Material: Glazed Rectified Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 400x800mm

Grey Anthracite

White Corda

Acapulco
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Rochester’s rich hewn slate effect is available in a trendy 400x800mm (10mm) size and suitable for use both 
indoors and out, also suitable for use in wet rooms and around pools. Its HD inkjet technology print means 
it is as close to the real thing as possible. Manufactured in Italy, you can be assured this is a top quality 
porcelain tile range. Matt finish, R10B slip rating. Suitable for internal and external use.

Material: Glazed Rectified Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 400x800mm

Grey Black

White Golden Grey

Rochester
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Ecuador is a superb Italian manufactured matt tile, created using the very latest Dynamic HD Imaging™ 
inkjet technology process, resulting in this very natural stone appearance. In a size of 802x802mm, this 
collection looks equally at home in a rustic or modern setting. Due to its high wear rating it can be used in 
residential and commercial areas, including high traffic public areas.

Material: Rectified Full Body Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 802x802mm

Fumo SabbiaPerlaGreige

Ecuador
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San Polo is a natural split face multi-colour slate in a 
three-dimensional surface. These rustic tiles are great 
for creating a feature wall, such as fireplaces or used 
as cladding which has become increasingly popular with 
interior designers, architects and those looking to add 
that wow factor into their projects.

Material: Slate  |   Use: Wall Only - Internal & External   |   Size: 150x600mm

Black Jak Indian Glory

Desert Multi

Silver Shine Snow White

San Polo
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Pompeli is a 10mm range of structured slate effect glazed porcelain tiles produced using the very latest 
Dynamic HD Imaging™ inkjet technology, which interlock for use on the wall both internally and externally. 
A great tile option for creating a striking feature wall.
Cerro’s strength is in its versatility. This range can be used in both classic and contemporary designs with 
its distinctive structure allowing stunning feature walls in both commercial and residential applications. 

Material: Glazed Porcelain   |   Use: Wall Only - Internal & External   |   Size: 300x600mm

Pompeli Dark Pompeli BeigePompeli Oxido

Cerro BlancoCerro Natural Cerro Gris

Pompeli & Cerro
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Individual and simplistic patterned tiles are ideal for creating a focal point in any room. Easy to clean, 
durable, and requiring virtually no maintenance, it’s perfect for active homes.

Stick to simple mono and geometric patterns, and let the tiles do the talking, giving your space a modern 
feel, making it chic everywhere from the floor to a tiled accent wall.

Material: Glazed Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 200x200mm (14mm)

Patterns

Kenama Kasbah 14mm Cignano Siyah 14mm Amiens Black 14mmKenama Azila 14mm
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Material: Glazed Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 200x200mm (14mm)

Mantau

Blue Grey WhiteBeige

Blue Palestro
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Grey Palestro Beige Palestro

Our Mantau range would enchant your home with its beautiful floral patterns and pastel colours, suitable for 
decoration on interior walls and floors.



Stone Henge is a complete 600x600mm series, available in both 10mm and 20mm thickness which is an 
ideal combination for both indoor and outdoor spaces. Featuring new “Soft Grip” technology, this range in 
the 20mm provides an R11 / PTV36+ rating, whilst also feeling comfortable for barefoot traffic. The Stone 
Henge range is available in 3 natural stone colours, in a modern large format size featuring a rectified edge. 

Available in 20mm thickness, the Stone Henge range offers the flexibility to be laid externally on slabs, sand 
and cement or onto modern pedestal systems. 

Material: Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 600x600mm (10mm & 20mm)

Grey WhiteMink

Stone Henge
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Transcending from interior living spaces right through to the patio, Saca Peak is a hard wearing and low 
maintenance porcelain tile. Featuring new “Soft Grip” technology, this range provides R11 / PTV36+ rating 
whilst also feeling comfortable for barefoot traffic. The Saca Peak range is available in 4 natural stone 
colours, in both 10mm and 20mm thicknesses, in a modern tile size of 600x600mm, featuring a rectified 
edge. Being available in 20mm thickness, the Saca Peak range offers the flexibility to be laid externally on 
slabs, sand and cement or modern pedestal systems. 

Material: Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 600x600mm (10mm & 20mm)

Bone BlackGreyWhite

Saca Peak
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10mm & 20mm rectified porcelain ranges that mimic classical natural stone through the use of the latest HD 
ink-jet technology but with increased technical performance. Available in 3 modern shades, and are suitable 
for all external uses, especially ideal for patio areas. 10mm wall & floor - internal.  20mm floor only - internal 
& external.

Material: Full Body Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - Internal & External   |   Size: 600x600mm

Cuneo White Cerina GreyArezzo Grey

2cm External Porcelain
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If you are looking to create an outdoor space that’s every bit as stylish as your indoor spaces then you’ll 
love the Viana porcelain paving tiles. Available in 2 sizes and 3 contemporary colours with a basalt-like 
appearance and texture, these rectified porcelain tiles supersede the performance of natural stone thanks 
to the high technical qualities of porcelain stoneware and are R11 / PTV36 slip rated, extremely hard wearing 
and virtually maintenance free. The Viana 2cm tiles can be fitted conventionally with tile adhesive, laid onto 
soft sand, gravel or onto a supporting pedestal system for drainage and service running.

Material: Full Body Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - External Only (20mm)   |   Size:  600x900mm

Beige GreyAnthracite

Viana
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Dolomite delights in its simplicity and subtle variance. Suitable across all domestic and commercial 
platforms.The 2cm series is technically superior, has strong environmental credentials, and is suitable for 
outdoor use. 

This porcelain collection can be dry laid on sand, gravel, grass, or installed as raised flooring by using our 
pedestals. 

Material: Rectified Porcelain   |   Use: Wall & Floor - External Only (20mm)   |   Size: 450x900mm

Gris Grafito

Nakar Beige

Dolomite
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Our pedestals can be used with different accessories, for higher inclination and sound absorption. Immediate 
drainage between and under slabs. Resistant to weather, solvents and acids. Services, drainage, conduits - 
all hidden under porcelain tiles. Resistance over 1500kg. Simple installation. The optional silicone pad offers 
sound insulation and slip resistance and is made of elastomer material.
Another optional accessory is the slope regulator. These wedge - shaped discs allow adjustment in inclination 
at the base of the pedestal easily and quickly. Several regulators can be coupled together to achieve a level 
finish where the substrate is uneven. With each regulator, we can obtain maximum unevenness of 1.5%. For 
each regulator, the pedestal is lifted by 3 mm.
Non-adjustable fixed pedestals are 10 and 15mm high. These can be fitted to each other to reach the height 
required and are compatible with pads, and all adjustable pedestals. 
Suitable for use with any 20mm thickness ranges.

Silicone Pad Pedestals

Slope 
Regulators

Fixed Plots

Pedestals
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Website: www.eurotilesandbathrooms.com

Braintree
4 Springwood 
Drive, 
Springwood 
Industrial Estate, 
Braintree, 
CM7 2YN, 
01376 343455

Rustington
Unit F, Brookside 
Avenue, 
Brookside 
Industrial Estate, 
Rustington, 
BN16 3LF, 
01903 785226

Stevenage
Unit 13, Arlington 
Buisness Park, 
Whittle Way, 
Stevenage, 
SG1 2DB, 
01438 729900

Twickenham
Unit 2c, 
Twickenham 
Trading Estate, 
Rugby Road, 
Twickenham, 
TW1 1DG, 
020 8744 0088


